The particles (rain drops and snow flakes) are usually large enough to be visible to camera. The particulates affect image Abstract intensity in a complex way and to some extent partially Sometimes, weather conditions, paocclude the necessary image information (see Figure 1) .
1 Introduction spatial frequency information of rain to find and remove A camera views a scene by the amount of light reflected from corrupted image regions. The estimation of rain in frequency the scene. Raindrops appear between scene and camera, domain requires rain streak orientation and size distribution. therefore change the amount of light by reflecting or The method shows promising results; however, it requires refracting it. Images obtained in rain, may have their contents rain streaks to be globally consistent, at least in orientation.
partially obscured by rain streaks. The occlusion makes it The scheme also extracts motion information over 30 frames difficult, for both human and machines, to recognise objects to avoid image distortions. or features in rainy images [1] . Weather [1] .
applications [4, 7, 9, 12] . Details about physical properties of t. All positive values in difference signal are separated and rain drops are out of scope of this paper. stored as a positive difference Dp as shown in equation (5) . A scene without rain forms a clear image with intensity Similarly, negative values belong to pixels affected by rain at values obtained according to the light received by the camera time -At , and stored as negative difference Dn as shown in within the solid angle of a pixel. A pixel gets corrupted when equation (6) . the actual intensity value is changed by raindrop's reflection D (x t) D(x, y, t), D (x, y, t) > 0 5 or refraction. Photometry of a raindrop [7] is out of scope of P Z t} -0, otherwise (5) this paper. To understand the affect on intensity of a pixel, lets assume a single pixel P(x,y) where (x,y) is spatial position Dn(x,y,t) = D (x, y, t) , D (x, y, t) < 0 on image grid. At artefacts. A blurred Gaussian is generally correct estimate of blurring function for rain streaks [1] . The affect produced is D(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) -I(x, y, t -At) (4) of high intensity at centre due to blurring therefore we search all local maxima in both Dp and Dn. Two separate lists Lp Pixel intensities that have not changed over time are marked and Ln of local maxima position and intensity are formed as clear pixels. For each pixel if D(x,y,t) is zero its binary flag from Dp and Dn respectively. is cleared (set to zero) and all other pixels are selected for processing.
For each local maxima in Lp we search a nearest local When intensity increases at time t as compared to t-At then maxima in Ln. Euclidean distance between nearest neighbour D(x,y, t) becomes greater than zero. All such pixels are is measured and stored in the list as well. If nearest neighbour potential candidates for rain corrupted pixels in image at time is not within pre-defined radius then it is marked as clear pixel otherwise its flag is kept unmarked for further Accuracy is based on two percentage measures of rain processing. At this stage it is possible that a moving object removed (Rv) and scene distorted pixels(Sd). with a local maximum may confuse the algorithm. However it is rare for scene object to have similar signature in Dp and Dn Rv = 100 * (1 -Zx>yXt{Ra(x,y,t):Ra(x,y,t)>0}) (11) with a local maxima within small spatio-temporal window.
Zx,y,t Tr(x,y,t)
For generality we leave the problematic scene where scene objects are bright and comparable in size with rain drops. Sd = 100 * ( XYttRa(xYt) Ra(xYt)<O) (12) The intensity of Lp is subtracted from intensity of nearest valid Ln and the absolute difference is stored. The local The evaluation is carried out by separately considering each consistency of rain is confirmed by applying pre-selected colour component since evaluating in grayscale does not take intensity threshold. All local maxima with intensity difference account of colour errors. Ie(x y t) ={I(x y t) -Dp(x, y, t): b(x, y, t) (7) difference analysis.
Ie(x, y, t = Dp(x,y, t) otherwise (7 Apart from being a low latency process, the proposed scheme 3 Results is less prone to scene distortions due to its localised matching scheme as opposed to global frequency features. The portion The performance of proposed scheme is compared with of image distorted by proposed algorithms is less than that existing schemes [1] and [6] [4] . Figure 3 : Rain corrupted image and its enhanced version The 'Ground' sequence is static and all the changes in scene (using proposed scheme). are due to rain. In static scenes it is possible to remove rain without affecting any part of the image since all changed The replacement of corrupted pixel with intensity values from pixels are due to rain. In dynamic scenes the process may previous image is an obvious cause of distortions (see Figure cause some distortion. Two other sequences, namely 3). Notice the removal of bright streak on white stripe (top 'Walkers' and 'Trees' have complex motion of objects. left) the texture of wall is recovered without any distortions. The removal accuracy Ra, is measured by computing the In a video sequence, since there is a lag of only 1 frame, these difference between rendered rain component Tr and the distortions are less prominent as compared to previous estimated rain component (removed) Er. methods. Figure 4 shows results for images obtained from video sequences with natural rain. Noticeable regions edges Er(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) -Ie(x, y, t) (8) of expected moving objects for example people and umbrella.
Tr(x, y, t) = T(x, y, t) -I(x, y, t)
4 Conclusions where T(x,y,t) is the true pixel intensity.
The similar signatures of rain streaks can be separately seen Ra(x,y,t) = in positive and negative part of frame intensity difference.
(Tr(x,y,t) -Er(x,y, t), Er(x,y, t) > 0
Generally, the differences due to scene changes, for example |~~-Er(x, y, t), Er(x, y, t) <0° (10) motion of objects and camera, does not show such signatures.
The proposed scheme uses the signature of rain to select corrupted pixels in current image. Since intensity difference is subtracted from corrupted pixels, this does not introduce blufing similar to temporal filtering [6] . Frequency analysis [1] , temporal and chromatic analysis [13] 
